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In this edgy, provocative anthology, Sean Wolfe uses his wickedly erotic imagination to expose the wild side
in every man--the side that's just waiting to be released. . .

A counselor at a church camp succumbs to a gorgeous younger guy's unrelenting advances in "Camp Quaker
Haven." In "Pool Party," twins Cole and Chris get a chance to explore their most mind-blowing fantasies
with their school's hottest jocks. A lonely cowboy plays Good Samaritan when he finds a young Native
American man being harassed by a bunch of drunks--and is repaid in the most gratifying way possible in
"Lone No More." And a priest beloved by his community finds forbidden temptation--and unexpected
understanding--in "The Collar."

By turns explicit and intimate, tender and raunchy, here are twelve stories that satisfy on every level.
Because nothing beats the thrill of giving in, and learning that breaking the rules brings all kinds of rewards.
. .
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From reader reviews:

Joseph Chandler:

This Hard and Fast book is just not ordinary book, you have after that it the world is in your hands. The
benefit you obtain by reading this book is definitely information inside this reserve incredible fresh, you will
get facts which is getting deeper you read a lot of information you will get. That Hard and Fast without we
understand teach the one who examining it become critical in pondering and analyzing. Don't always be
worry Hard and Fast can bring once you are and not make your bag space or bookshelves' turn out to be full
because you can have it with your lovely laptop even telephone. This Hard and Fast having excellent
arrangement in word as well as layout, so you will not experience uninterested in reading.

Freddy Lamberth:

You are able to spend your free time to learn this book this guide. This Hard and Fast is simple to develop
you can read it in the area, in the beach, train and soon. If you did not have much space to bring the actual
printed book, you can buy often the e-book. It is make you better to read it. You can save typically the book
in your smart phone. Therefore there are a lot of benefits that you will get when you buy this book.

Diane Numbers:

Beside that Hard and Fast in your phone, it can give you a way to get closer to the new knowledge or data.
The information and the knowledge you might got here is fresh from the oven so don't possibly be worry if
you feel like an older people live in narrow community. It is good thing to have Hard and Fast because this
book offers for your requirements readable information. Do you occasionally have book but you rarely get
what it's exactly about. Oh come on, that would not happen if you have this inside your hand. The Enjoyable
agreement here cannot be questionable, such as treasuring beautiful island. Use you still want to miss the
idea? Find this book and read it from at this point!

Harold Bunch:

Don't be worry should you be afraid that this book can filled the space in your house, you can have it in e-
book technique, more simple and reachable. This particular Hard and Fast can give you a lot of pals because
by you considering this one book you have factor that they don't and make an individual more like an
interesting person. This specific book can be one of a step for you to get success. This publication offer you
information that maybe your friend doesn't know, by knowing more than other make you to be great
individuals. So , why hesitate? Let me have Hard and Fast.
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